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ABSTRACT

This study explores and analyses the relationship between Australia and

Indonesia ilr the. periocl be,tween 1986 and 1996, and particularly focuses on

cooperation in the areas of politics, economics, and defence. In approaching and

analysing the theme, the study adopts historical and systemic approaches.

It argues that a bitær legacy stemmed from the Jenkins affair in 1986 and,

cornbined with an unstable relationship that both countries experienced previously,

pushed the governments of Australia and Indonesia to fincl ways in which the

relationship could be properly managed and improved. As a result it reached a firmer

foundation when the two governments signed a new framework of cooperation in

1989. Under the new framework the govemments agreed to broaden the,relationship

and committed themselves to concentrate on working together in areas of converging

interests.
The new framework, the study argues, provided a new discourse in managing

the bilateral relationship. It sidelined arguments about 'cultural differences', because,

by stressing the need to collaborate in areas of converging interest, it implied that

cultural arguÍients became less significant. It created the notion that it was in both

countries' interests to establish and maintain the stability of the relationship. Thus, it
buried an old perception that it was primarily in Australia's interests to have a good

relationship with Indonesia. However, this does not necessarily mean that the

argument about cultural differences was no longer important in making the bilateral

relationship better.
Between 1986 and 1996, it is argued that the relationship between Australia

and Indonesia was increasingly moved toward a deeper interaction. At the

govemment to governrnort level, mutual understanding grew considerably, as

indicated by the changing attitudes in assessing the value of the relationship and how

to make it an important and amicable reality. A stronger relationship also emerged in

the area of economic cooperation. It is argued in the thesis that increasing economic

interpenetration was obviously important for the continuity and stability of the wider

bilateral relationship because it became a glue to adhere the relationship and it became

a major consideration for both governÍlents, to be considered before any issue could

easily damage the relationship. Moreover, a strong relationship emerged too in
defence cooperation. An increasing awareness by both Australia and Indonesia of the

changing balance of power and its impact on the Asia-Pacifìc region moved both sides

towards a better appreciation of their converging interests. In improving their defence

relationship, both were of the view that close personal relations between their

leadership cohorts could be a founclation for long tenn def'ence cooperation. Australia

and Indonesia sharecl parallel responsibility for rnaintaining regional security, which

was in particular syrnbolised by the signing of the security àgreement by Australia and

Indonesia in Decernber 1995.
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